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Background
• Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) development: long periods of time

• High quality CPGs devleopment take months of years 

• Rapid Guidelines (RG): developed in short time frames (1-3mo, or 6 mo)

• Maintaining rigor in RG is challenging and only possible with shortcuts

• Shortcuts and rapid development are a concern as they may afect 
trustworthiness

• Will RG affect usual conventional guidelines development?

Akl E, Morgan R, Rooney A. et al. J Clin Epidemiol 2021



RGs approaches: What we did, before the pandemic

Systematic review of 
- Manuals on RG development
- RGs from key organizations
- AGREE assessment

Descriptive qualitative study
- Interviews to key WHO experts (particpated 

in Emergency guidelines: e.g., Ebola, AH1N1)
- Key elements for RG, and what shortcuts 

can be taken

Development of Checklist for RG 
development
- Key factors matched to McMaster 

Guidelines 2.0 checklist
- Validation woth experts
- Creation of 18-items checklist



Kowalski S, Morgan R, Falavigna M, et al. Health Res Policy Syst 2018



Florez ID, Morgan R, Falavigna M, et al. Health Res Policy Syst 2018

“avoid shortcuts because of bias”

“not doing systematic reviews would lead 

to loss of data” 

“rigor must be maintained”. 



1. Organisation, Budget, Planning and Training 

2. Priority-setting 

3. Guideline Group Membership 

4. Establishing Guideline Group Processes 

5. Identifying Target Audience and Topic Selection 

6. Consumer and Stakeholder Involvement 

7. Conflict of Interest Considerations 

8. PICO Question Generation 

9. Considering Importance of Outcomes and 
Interventions, Values, Preferences and Utilities 

10. Deciding what Evidence to Include and 
Searching for Evidence 

11. Summarising Evidence and Considering 
Additional Information 

12. Judging Quality, Strength or Certainty of a Body 
of Evidence 

13. Developing Recommendations and 
Determining their Strength 

14. Wording of Recommendations and of 
Considerations of Implementation, Feasibility 
and Equity 

15. Reporting and Peer Review 

16. Implementation

17. Evaluation and Use

18. Updating

• We defined principles for rigorous RG 
development

• Full guidelines ideal. RG necessary in 
times of urgency and emergency

Morgan R, Florez ID, Falavigna M, et al. Health Res Policy Syst 2018



• Some shortcuts:
• Very narrow scope

• SR ALWAYS, but efficiently: only major databases

• ↓ number of outcomes

• Values/Preferences should be considered

• Planning in advance

• Virtual meetings*

• External reviewers: contact in advance (expedite)

• Finalice wording of Recs during meeting

• Provide interim guidance/recommendations (days/weeks) 
and full recommendations later (be clear)



Covid-19 Pandemic and guidelines

• We were not prepared

• Explosion of research, syntheses and 
guidelines

• We all got drowned with information and 
recommendations

• Many guidelines developed in short time 
frames (By October 2020, more than 200 
guidelines have been identified)



“Rapid Guidelines” during the pandemic

• Early in the pandemic: labelled as: “rapid advice”, “rapid 
guidelines”, or “interim recommendations”

• Some others:  “guidelines”, “statements”, or 
“recommendations”

• Developed in weeks-months

• Although more time, people and funding were involved, we 
know shortcuts were implemented

• Panic and uncertainty fueled the need for doing, at 
whatever cost, rapid recommendations



What are the problems with the 
COVID- related RG?

• No clear terms/definition

• Lack of guidance for fast development maintaining rigor

• How appropriate were their methods?

• Short timeframe meant always avoiding key steps?

• In an emergency + scarce/no evidence should we be more 
flexible with rigor? How much?

• Duplication of efforts? How many guidelines were needed? 
Should we encourage adaptation more than ever?



Many systematic reviews assessed some
Guidelines quality (>10)….

Quality of the guidelines 
was suboptimal, 

insufficient or poor
-

Very few guidelines met 
the minimum standards



AGREE II tool to assess the quality of RG 

• No tool for RG assessment; AGREE II was used

• Some studies used RIGHT to assess the reporting

• Criticisms: 

• Using AGREE sets the bar too high for RGs?

• The tool should not (at least initially) change under 
emergency circumstances

• We can modify the expectations, or the thresholds



International alliance and AGREE-ment on 71 rapid guidelines 
(Critical care): a living systematic review

AGREE II scores for 71 Guidelines on 
Critically Ill COVID19 patients

Amer YS, et al. J Clin Epidemiol 2021- Accepted-

4 (5.6%)/71 RGs considered of high quality (Domain 3 of AGREE II)



Main learnings

• Low quality COVID-RGs: not surprising, but avoidable

• Duplication

• Therefore, we:
• Should reflect about what has and hasn’t worked.

• Need to reduce duplication of efforts

• Must prepare for the next pandemic 

• Must use the experience to improve ‘regular’ guideline 
development

• We are proposing 6 potential solutions for increasing 
quality and reduce duplication in rapid guidelines…

Florez ID, Amer YS, McCaul M, Lavis J, Brouwers M. J Clin Epidemiol 2021. Under review



Potential solutions 

1. Clear methodological guidance for RG development

• Handbook and methods manuals and develop now!

• Define criteria for developing RG (prioritization)

2. Encouraging adoption and adaptation
• Consider adoption/adaptation when possible (Save time and money)

• Not only for LMIC (ADAPTE, GRADE-ADOLOPMENT, etc.)

3. Encouraging Registration & Collaboration
• Register your guidelines!

• G-I-N Registry and Guidelines Registry (guidelines-registry.org)

• Promotes transparency, increases quality, facilitates dissemination, 
encourages collaboration and reduces duplication

Chen Y, et al. Ann Intern Med 2021
Florez ID, Amer YS, McCaul M, Lavis J, Brouwers M. J Clin Epidemiol 2021. Under review



Potential solutions 

4. Strengthening guidelines editorial processes

• Work with Editors  (implementing checklists (AGREE, RIGHT)

• Support more rigorous quality assessment (AGREE II ) 

5. Coordination with evidence synthesis teams

• Advances in living processes (living reviews/guidelines)

• Enhance international collaboration

• Reducing the gap evidence -recommendations

• Living guidelines as the ideal standard?

6. Developing and maintaining appropriate evidence synthesis repositories

• Selecting the best evidence in a more efficient way

• Reduce duplication

• Example: COVID-END initiative (COVID-END McMaster)

Florez ID, Amer YS, McCaul M, Lavis J, Brouwers M. J Clin Epidemiol 2021. Under review



Conclusions (future public health emergencies)

• RG can be achieved, but they are challenging

• Rigour must be maintained, always.

• Clear prioritization: For what to do RG rather than conventional? 
It should be explicit

• Clear Methods: Handbook/manuals with very clear processes 
must be agreed on, in advance

• Shortcuts are welcome but agreed and explicit

• Systematic reviews are essential

• AGREE as a blueprint for development (ideal scenario)

• Collaboration can make the process more efficient



Conclusions for “conventional guidelines”

• Conventional CPGs need to benefit from the RG process

• We can (need to) find a balace in rigor/efficiency

• Adaptation should be encouraged when possible

• Collaboration can make the process more efficient 
(registration, adaptation, information -evidence tables-
sharing, coordination with evidence synthesis teams)

• Living guidelines: ideal but impossible in many contexts

• Reducing duplication should be a goal in which we all, 
developers/researchers, should agree



Thank you!

ivan.florez@udea.edu.co

florezid@mcmaster.ca
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